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Abstract 
The reconstruction of a scene from multiple images or video streams has become an essential component 

in many modern applications. This paper presents a hand-held consumer-grade optical scanner and 

supporting application suite, called HawkEye.  The fully automatic reconstruction system is based upon 

advancements in hybrid photogrammetry/structure-from-motion technologies and produces a globally 

aligned 3D model. Analysis of HawkEye results demonstrate visually accurate scene reconstructions. 

 

1.0 Introduction 
Numerous applications—from aligning mirrors on the latest telescopes to accurate body analysis of burn 

patients—depend on easy and accurate measurements. The field of metrology specializes in approaches to 

solve the precise measurement problem. Photogrammetry, in particular, uses targets (either non-coded or 

coded) placed on or around an object to compute the target positions in three-dimensional (3D) space from 

two-dimensional (2D) photographs. This time intensive process, although accurate, traditionally generates 

only 3D geometry for target positions1. 

 

Other metrology techniques, such as Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR), provide dense 3D geometry 

of the imaged scene. Broadly, LIDAR creates distance measurements by illuminating a target with laser 

light and timing the return. Unfortunately, such systems are expensive, cumbersome, and time-consuming 

to use. Moreover, globally stitching LIDAR scans together is a semi-manual process that relies on accurate 

user-selected matches or careful calibration of equipment, or that employs high-precision motorized 

controls to set device poses. 

 

To combat the issues and costs associated with current approaches and processes, we developed a hand-

held consumer-grade optical scanner and supporting application suite, called HawkEye™. Our system 

utilizes recent advancements in hybrid photogrammetry/structure-from-motion technologies2 to provide a 

fully automated stitching process that is inexpensive and provides an accurate and dense 3D reconstruction. 

 

2.0 Background 
The following section provides relevant information to key technologies related to our HawkEye system. 

The first section reviews 3D reconstruction algorithms, and the second section details relevant depth camera 

technology and algorithms. 

 

2.1 Structure-from-Motion Algorithms 
A variety of techniques extract 3D information from 2D images.  The traditional solution is typically 

referred to as multi-view scene reconstruction, but the general algorithm is also known as multi-view stereo 

or structure-from-motion (SfM). While many different algorithms for multi-view reconstruction are 

available, the following stages are necessary to achieve a 3D reconstruction:  

 



 Typically, feature matches (between consecutive pairwise views) and tracks (concatenating across 

multiple views) are first obtained. Such matching and tracking can be sparse or dense, and consists 

of computing and linking the pixel coordinates in all images for each particular scene point, 

wherever it is visible. While numerous feature tracking algorithms exist in the literature, the general 

process involves computing high-dimensional feature vectors from local image patterns that are 

invariant to different transformations, followed by finding vectors that are close geometrically3,4,5. 

 

 Next, camera intrinsic calibration is performed by a process known as self-calibration, which aims 

to recover the cameras’ intrinsic parameters, for example, focal length. In many cases, such 

information is already known from specification sheets, and this process is not necessary. For an 

overview of self-calibration, the reader is referred to Hartley et al6. 

 

 Given an initial image pair, the ‘epipolar geometry’ can be estimated from the feature matches. 

Epipolar geometry mathematically encapsulates the intrinsic projective geometry between the pair 

of views. This geometry is encapsulated in the ‘essential matrix’, E, which is then used to extract 

the relative camera pose parameters between the two views6. 

 

 Once initial poses have been estimated, computation of the scene’s 3D structure is achieved by 

triangulation methods. In standard linear triangulation, solving for the best-fit 3D scene point 

involves setting up a 2𝑛 × 4 data matrix and performing SVD or eigen analysis to obtain a solution 

of a system in the form 𝐴𝑋 = 0 for each 3D position6. 

 

 With the initial 3D structure estimated, additional camera poses are solved via a camera 

resectioning algorithm, the most common of which is, perhaps, the Efficient Perspective N-Point 

(EPnP) algorithm7. The algorithm uses 3D structure and corresponding 2D image points to infer 

the camera pose Its solution is expressed as the weighted sum of the null eigenvectors of a matrix 

𝑀 of size 2𝑛 × 12 or 2𝑛 × 9. The correct linear combination is the one that yields 3D camera 

coordinates. Any new poses are used to compute additional 3D scene structure through 

triangulation methods. This process continues until all images have been processed. 

 

 Finally, because errors in the above steps influence accuracy of the computed structure, bundle 

adjustment is performed to optimize camera and structure parameters. Typically, the Levenberg-

Marquardt algorithm is used to minimize ‘reprojection error’ of all computed structure points across 

all cameras8.  
 
Numerous algorithms for scene reconstruction that employ all or a number of the previously mentioned 

steps currently exist in the literature. Comprehensive overviews and comparisons of different methods are 

presented by Strecha et al9. Additionally, software packages such as Bundler10 and VisualSFM11 can 

estimate all calibration and structure parameters from a set of images. Additional examples of scene 

reconstruction algorithms include: Akbarzadeh et al.12 introduced a method for dense reconstruction of 

urban areas from a video stream; Pollefeys et al.13 used a similar approach for real-time urban 

reconstruction. Goesele et al.14 presented a reconstruction pipeline for large, unstructured collections of 

online photographs of a scene, based on an adaptive view selection technique that robustly computes depth 

maps along with 3D models of the scene. Snavely et al.10 presented a system for interactively browsing and 

exploring large unstructured collections of photographs of a scene. This system used an image-based 

modeling front-end that automatically computes the viewpoint of each photograph, as well as a sparse 3D 

model of the scene. 



2.2 RGB-Depth Cameras and Algorithms 
RGB-D cameras, commonly known as depth cameras, have become very popular over the past few years, 

particularly with the advent of the Microsoft Kinect.  This device has brought quality, low-cost, and real-

time depth sensing to consumers, including researchers and enthusiasts.  The first generation Kinect uses 

structured light to generate real-time depth maps containing discrete range measurements of the physical 

scene15. The second generation Kinect, while producing the same output, is based on a time-of-flight 

system. This data can be reprojected as a set of discrete 3D points or point cloud. The main issue with 

acquired depth data is noise. Depth measurements often fluctuate and depth maps contain ‘holes,’ or regions 

in which no readings are obtained. To generate 3D models for use in applications such as gaming, physics, 

or CAD, higher-level surface geometry must be inferred from the noisy data15. 

 

Perhaps the most popular application of the Kinect specifically, and of RGB-D cameras generally, is the 

highly-successful Kinect Fusion algorithm by Izadi et al.15.  Kinect Fusion enables a user holding and 

moving a standard Kinect camera to rapidly create detailed 3D reconstructions of an indoor scene. In this 

case, only the depth data from Kinect is used to track the 3D pose of the sensor and reconstruct a single and 

accurate 3D model of the physical scene in real-time, such that a user can move the Kinect within any 

indoor space and reconstruct a 3D model of the scene in seconds.  The system continuously tracks the 6 

degrees-of-freedom (DOF) pose of the camera and fuses new viewpoints of the scene into a global surface-

based representation.  A novel GPU pipeline enables accurate camera tracking and surface reconstruction 

at real-time rates.  

 

The memory required when construction and updating the global model comprise one issue for the original 

Kinect Fusion algorithm. To address this issue, a number of more recent algorithms deal with efficient 

model creation. Quiroga et al.16 proposed a scene flow approach that exploits the local and piece-wise 

rigidity of real world scenes.  By modeling motion as a field of twists, this method encourages piece-wise 

smooth solutions of rigid body motions.  A general formulation is provided to solve for local and global 

rigid motions by jointly using intensity and depth data. Another approach to computing dense scene flow 

between a pair of consecutive RGB-D frames is presented by Hornacek et al.17 The availability of depth 

data is exploited by seeking correspondences with respect to patches specified not as the pixels inside square 

windows, but as 3D points that are the inliers of spheres in world space. Steinbrucker et al.18 introduced a 

method to generate highly detailed, textured 3D models of large environments from RGB-D sequences. 

This system runs in real-time on a standard desktop PC. To reduce memory consumption, the acquired 

depth maps and colors are fused in a multi-scale octree representation of a signed distance function. To 

estimate camera poses, a pose graph is constructed and dense image alignment determines the relative pose 

between pairs of frames. Thomas and Sugimoto19 describe a new 3D scene representation using a set of 

planes that is memory efficient and achieves accurate reconstruction of indoor scenes from RGB-D image 

sequences. Here, projecting the scene onto different planes reduces significantly the size of the scene 

representation and allows generation of a global textured 3D model with lower memory requirements while 

both maintaining accuracy and enabling straightforward updates with live RGB-D measurements. Raposo 

et al.20 presented a novel approach for estimating relative motion between successive RGB-D frames using 

plane-primitives instead of point features. Planes in the scene are extracted, and motion estimation is cast 

as a plane-to-plane registration problem with a closed-form solution. The algorithm by Bylow et al.21 can 

also reconstruct large-scale 3D scenes involving many planar surfaces. 

 

3.0 Methodology 
As mentioned previously, we have developed a hand-held consumer-grade optical scanner and supporting 

application suite, named HawkEye. Our system is based on a hybrid photogrammetry/structure-from-

motion 3D reconstruction system2. The end-to-end system captures RGB-D images and automatically 

stitches the entire collection together to provide an accurate and dense reconstruction. Figure 1 demonstrates 

the system pipeline. 

 



 
 

Figure 1: HawkEye Reconstruction Pipeline. The pipeline begins with the capture of data from our 

scanner. The scanner image is composed of both an RGB image and point cloud (computed from depth 

information). This collection of scanner data then has visual features computed from the AKAZE feature 

tracking algorithm and is used to estimate the pose information for each scanner image. Poses are computed 

using an a-contrario structure-from-motion (SfM) algorithm. The initial poses are used to align the point 

clouds, which are further refined via Iterative Closest Point (ICP). The aligned point cloud is then saved to 

disk. 

The scanner utilized in this pipeline is based on the Microsoft Kinect v2 optics15, which includes both a 

time-of-flight depth sensor (512 × 424 resolution, 30 Hz, 0.5 – 4.5 meter range) and an optical 1080p RGB 

camera (30 Hz). Scanner data is packed into a ply format that includes both the RGB image and the point 

cloud generated from the depth sensor. Data collection is achieved by executing a standalone application 

that interfaces with the device to store a collection of ply data ‘snapshots’. The snapshots should be views 

of the scene to be reconstructed containing photogrammetry targets. The targets are used to derive metric 

distances in the reconstruction. Ultimately, these snapshots are globally aligned, in the reconstruction 

application suite, to produce the final 3D scan. Figure 2 depicts the hardware scanner and reconstruction 

application suite. 

 

 
Figure 2: HawkEye Scanner Hardware and Application Software. The HawkEye pipeline utilizes the 

portable hand-held scanner shown in part (a). The scanner is based upon the Microsoft Kinect v2 optics15 

package, including an HD RGB camera and time-of-flight IR sensor.  The output of the scanner is provided 

to a standalone reconstruction suite capable of globally aligning the individual scan snapshots. 

 

Once scaning is complete, the data is provided to reconstruction software based on a hybrid 

photogrammetry/structure-from-motion system2. Specifically, we employ AKAZE feature tracking to 

compute feature tracks across the RGB image data for use in an A-Contrario Structure-from-Motion (AC-



SfM) algorithm22.  SfM results provide initial estimates of the relative scanner poses for each snapshot in 

the collection. These initial poses are further refined and upgraded to a metric reconstruction based on the 

photogrammetry target information also present in the scan. 

 

3.1 A-Contrario Structure-from-Motion 
As previously mentioned, using AC-SfM to obtain initial pose estimates from the scanner data collection 

is a core component of the HawkEye system. While Moulon et al. provide a detailed summary of the a-

contrario model and its application to SfM22, we summarize the method here for completeness. 

 

The incremental SfM pipeline is a growing reconstruction process in which each iteration contributes 

additional 3D point cloud information, after computing the new view pose.  Due to the incremental nature, 

successive steps of non-linear refinement, such as bundle adjustment, are used to minimize accumulated 

error. Traditional SfM pipelines employ RANSAC to estimate inliers from random noise present in 3D 

reconstruction parameters2.  Unfortunately, RANSAC depends on a critical parameter, namely, the 

threshold value that separates inliers from noise, and requires advanced knowledge of the SfM process to 

choose correctly. The approach implemented by Moulon et al. utilizes a-contrario model estimation to 

avoid this undesirable threshold22. 

 

The a-contrario (AC) methodology is based on the Helmholtz principle: “an observed strong deviation from 

the background model is relevant information.” When applied to model estimation, this principle asks, 

“Does this model arise by chance?” The corresponding statistical criterion is data-specific and avoids 

threshold values, ultimately providing a parameter-free version of RANSAC, called AC-RANSAC22. AC-

RANSAC looks for a consensus set that includes a controlled Number of False Alarms (NFA). A false 

alarm is a model that occurs by chance, and the NFA is described by the following formula: 

 

𝑁𝐹𝐴(𝑀, 𝑘) = 𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑛 − 𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒) (
𝑛
𝑘

) (
𝑘

𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
) (𝑒𝑘(𝑀)𝑑𝛼0)

𝑘−𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
. (1) 

 

Here, 𝑘 is the number of hypothesized inlier correspondences, 𝑛 is the total number of correspondences, 

𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 is the cardinal of a RANSAC sample (the size), 𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the number of models that can be estimated 

from a RANSAC sample of 𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 correspondences, 𝑒𝑘(𝑀) is the 𝑘-th lowest error to the model 𝑀 among 

all 𝑛 correspondences, 𝛼0 is the probability of a random correspondence has a specified error value (in 

Moulon et al.’s case a reprojection error of value one), and 𝑑 is the error dimension. Model 𝑀 is considered 

valid if: 

 

𝑁𝐹𝐴(𝑀) =  min
𝑘= 𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒+1…𝑛

𝑁𝐹𝐴(𝑀, 𝑘) ≤ 𝜖, (2) 

 

where 𝜖 is the only parameter and its value is set to one. The AC model estimate requires finding the solution 

to: 

 

arg min
𝑀

𝑁𝐹𝐴(𝑀). (3) 

 

In AC-SfM, model estimations require the fundamental matrix, homography, essential matrix, and pose 

estimation algorithms.  Moulon et al. defined 𝛼0 =  
𝜋

𝐴
 (the ratio of the radius 1 disk area to image area 𝐴) 

and 𝑑 = 2 for homography and camera pose estimation. For essential and fundamental matrix estimation, 

𝛼0 =  
2𝐷

𝐴
, where 𝐷 is the image diameter and 𝑑 = 1. The a-contrario approach thus results in adaptive 

thresholds for all components of the SfM pipeline that require robust model estimation22. 

 



3.2 Hybrid Photogrammetry/Structure-from-Motion 
At its core, the HawkEye system utilizes photogrammetry-enhanced structure-from-motion to perform an 

initial 3D reconstruction and align the collected scanner data. Specifically, we modify Recker et al.’s hybrid 

photogrammetry/structure-from-motion pipeline2, substituting the AC-SfM pipeline described in the 

previous section. 

 

In the hybrid photogrammetry/structure-from-motion (photo-SfM) pipeline, photogrammetry target 

positions are placed in the scene and imaged by the scanner. Target positions are tracked, along with 

AKAZE features, and serve as input to the AC-SfM pipeline. The output from the AC-SfM reconstruction 

pipeline is a 3D point cloud, corresponding to the tracked features and photogrammetry targets, along with 

the scanner pose information for each snapshot.  At this point, the reconstruction is only relative: ratios of 

distances between scene points are valid, but the distance values themselves are meaningless. The 

photogrammetry targets are used to ‘upgrade’ the relative reconstruction to a metric reconstruction, where 

distances between scene points correspond to physical units. 

 

To promote the relative reconstruction, two photogrammetry targets for which the measured distance, 𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙, 

between them is known, are selected in the application. Relative distance between targets, 𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒, in the 

reconstruction is computed, and the relative reconstruction is scaled by 
𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙

𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
. At this point, point cloud 

data from each scanner snapshot (obtained from the depth sensor) is transformed into the global coordinate 

system from the estimated scanner snapshot pose. The result is a globally aligned version of the collected 

scanner data. 

 

3.3 Iterative Closest Point 
As with any reconstruction process, small estimation errors ultimately result in slightly misaligned point 

cloud data. To minimize the impact of these small errors, we utilize the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) 

algorithm to further refine the initial alignment. In traditional ICP, a point cloud known as the reference or 

target is kept fixed, while another point cloud, the source, is transformed to best match the reference. The 

algorithm is iterative, and the essential steps involve finding the closest point in the source for each point 

in the reference. From these correspondences, ICP estimates the rigid transformation (translation and 

rotation) using a mean squared error cost function. For our system, we utilize the ICP version proposed by 

Zhang23 and implemented in the Point Cloud Library (PCL). 

 

4.0 Results 
To verify the capabilities of the HawkEye system, we developed tests to explore the algorithm’s general 

behavior and accuracy. The implementation of both the data collection application and reconstruction suite 

were written in C++. Results were obtained on a Desktop PC running Ubuntu 14.04 with an Intel Core i5 

processor with 24 GB of RAM with an NVIDIA Tesla K40c accelerator. 

 

Initial experiments investigated results generated the HawkEye pipeline visually. Toward this end, we 

captured a simple indoor scene of a sofa, as well as an outdoor scene of the side of a car.  The resulting 

point clouds are displayed in Figure 3.  From the figure, it is easily observed that the alignment process 

produces visually accurate results, thereby demonstrating an effective pipeline. 

 



 
 

Figure 3: Initial HawkEye Pipeline Results. Initial experiments investigated the effectiveness of the 

HawkEye reconstruction pipeline using two datasets: an indoor scene of a sofa (8 snapshots) and an outdoor 

scene of the side of a vehicle (6 snapshots). The pipeline clearly aligns the scanner data to produce visually 

accurate results. 

The second experiment focused on the importance of the ICP refinement step. For this experiment, seven 

snapshots of a were processed to produce both initial alignment results and the results after ICP refinement. 

Figure 4 depicts the results. As shown in the figure, ICP refinement rectifies minor misalignments, 

ultimately leading to more accurate reconstructions. 

 

 
Figure 4: ICP Refinement Results. For this experiment, seven snapshots of a table were captured and 

processed both with and without the final ICP refinement step.  The overall result is displayed in part (a).  

In part (b), minor misalignments are easily seen in the ‘blurring’ of the photogrammetry targets. However, 

with ICP, the targets are properly aligned, producing the expected flat result, as shown in part (c). 

 

 



5.0 Discussion and Conclusions 
The HawkEye hand-held reconstruction scanner and software suite provides a portable solution for creating 

3D point clouds. The scanner hardware is based on the Microsoft Kinect v2, a consumer-grade optical 

sensor package.  In combination with hybrid photogrammetry/structure-from-motion software, the 

HawkEye scanner provides a fast, accurate solution to global alignment of individual snapshots. 

Specifically, the reconstruction software utilizes the a-contrario structure-from-motion pipeline along with 

photogrammetry target information to first perform a relative 3D reconstruction. Ultimately, 

photogrammetry targets provide metric distances and globally align the 3D scanner data. 

 

The HawkEye pipeline was tested for its accuracy and behavior in both indoor and outdoor scenes. Initial 

results demonstrate accuracy to within the underlying hardware limits, and HawkEye clearly generates 

visually accurate results.  Moreover, ICP refinement increases accuracy, by rectifying minor misalignments 

in the initial 3D reconstruction. 

 

In the future, the HawkEye pipeline can integrate different—and more accurate—data acquisition devices 

to further increase reconstruction accuracy. Additionally, the SfM and ICP algorithms on which HawkEye 

is based can be further enhanced by optimizing their implementation for particular computing architectures, 

for example, a heterogeneous platform with both multicore CPUs and one or more many core GPUs. 
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